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36	EQUATIONS  OF  THE  FIRST  ORDER.	[30.
and we must have the equation
identically satisfied for values of x and y connected by U = 0. In
other words, there must be a relation between the coefficients of
p in <£ and their differential coefficients with regard to x and y ;
but this will not in general be the case.
If we consider in particular the equation of the second degree
in the form
then the singular solution, when one exists, is $ = 0, where $
is either LN - M* or a factor of this.    In general LN — j\T cannot        ^
be resolved into factors ; and it is not itself a solution, unless
, j(
£
-	p
where LN— If2; and these in general would be two independent	*
simultaneous equations determining x and y as independent quan-
tities. Yet, from what we have seen, the primitive of the differ-
ential equation is of the form	'	a
and if this be an algebraical equation, it will have a general
envelope contained in
LfN'-Mn = 0,
which will be a singular solution.    The explanation of the ap-	}
parent contradiction lies in the fact that this integral equation is	\
usually of a transcendental form, and so has not in general an	(
envelope; and the exceptions in the first case — when the differ-	».
ential equation has a singular solution — are the exceptions in the	\-
other — when the transcendental equation represents a system of	|
curves with a genuine envelope*.	f
We now proceed to consider some examples of the general	I
theory.	I
* Of. Cayley, Mess, of Math. Vol. vi. pp. 23—37.   The theory of singular solu-	1
tions of differential equations of the first order, as at present accepted, was first	$ •
given by Oayley in the Mess, of Math. "Vol. 11. (1872) pp. 6—12.    See also Darboux,	*
Bull des Sc. Math., Vol. iv. (1873), pp. 158—176.	f/

